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Jim Loehr is President and CEO of LGE
Performance Systems and is recognized
worldwide for his contributions and innova-
tions in the area of training and performance
psychology.

Junior tennis places highly diverse demands
on young players physically, emotionally, men-
tally and even spiritually. These demands
require that players constantly change and
adapt to the stresses of training and competi-
tion in all four of these dimensions. Successful
player development must address the complete
range of capacities that define the fully func-
tioning competitor.

Experienced coaches are well aware that
success in tennis requires much more than bio-
mechanics and strategy. One of the most
important lessons I have learned in my career
of 30-plus years is that the more solid and
grounded the player is as a person, the greater
his/her chances are for sustained tennis suc-
cess. As coaches we must constantly answer
this central question: “What kind of person is
this player becoming because of tennis?” We’ve
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all witnessed the prima donnas, impossible egos,
incorrigible cheaters and disrespectful tyrants
who denigrate themselves and the game with
their tempers and immaturity. Coaches and
parents can unintentionally become enablers
of such non-adaptive behaviors by failing to
intervene appropriately. Whether the stress
dynamics of tennis fully or partially led to such
faulty adaptations is not important. What is
important is the recognition that these learned
responses have real long-term consequences
both in terms of personal and player develop-
ment.

Coaching the Whole Person
Player development is about accelerating

growth and learning on many levels. Growth as
a person and growth as a player, when properly

orchestrated, should not follow conflicting
paths. Any adaptation that compromises per-
sonal development will ultimately compromise
development of the player. Great coaches fully
recognize that enduring tennis success funda-
mentally begins and ends with strong, fully
functioning individuals. Clearly, effective player
development and coaching must address the
needs and growth of the complete person.

From my experience, the best way to under-
stand growth is in terms of capacities. Growth
expands capacity—capacity for tennis, capacity
for life. As seen in Figure 1, capacities are hier-
archical and multi-dimensional. The objective
in high-level tennis training is the expansion of
capacities at all levels of the performance pyra-
mid. This is essentially accomplished by properly

Figure 1 — High Performance Pyramid

Peak Performance Under Pressure
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n this issue of the High Performance Coaching newsletter we feature an article by Dr. Jim Loehr, which examines play-
er development from a unique view, asking the question: “How is tennis helping to make my player a better person?” As
coaches, we all face the challenge of balancing short-term outcomes, with the long-term, positive development of our

players. This article examines this and many other important issues involved in coaching young players.
Listed below is an update on the USA Tennis High Performance Coaching Program. The USA Tennis High Performance

Coaching program provides coaches with a forum for interaction and education which focuses on topics specific to coach-
ing high performance players. Please review the update and see if this program is right for you.

You may have noticed a new look to the High Performance Coaching newsletter, the changes were implemented to
improve both the quality and quantity of information that the publication provides. We hope you like the new look and, as
always, we look forward to hearing your thoughts and comments about the newsletter.

Sincerely,

Nick Saviano Paul Lubbers Ph.D.
Director, USA Tennis Coaching Education Administrator, USA Tennis Coaching Education

USA Tennis High Performance
Coaching Program Update

Following is a listing of those coaches who participated in the November 13-19, 2000 High Performance Coaching Program
in Hilton Head, South Carolina. These coaches will receive their certification pending completion of the program.
Congratulations Coaches!!

Andy Brandi, Gainesville, FL
Cid Carvalho, Rock Hill, SC
Peter Daub, Williamsburg, VA
Brian De Villiers, Atlanta, GA
Brian Gottfried, Ponte Vedra Beach, FL
Carlton Jones, Berkley, CA
Craig Jones, Martinez, GA
Kelly Jones, Middletown, OH
Ed Krass, Brandon, FL
Thomas LaPenna, Williamsville, NY
Ola Malmqvist, Atlanta, GA
Richard Matuszewski, Tampa, FL

Ajay Pant, Lake in the Hills, IL
Billy Pate, Notre Dame, IN
Ray Ruffels, Key Biscayne, FL
Berhe Serekeberhan, Charlotte, NC
Rodney Simmons, St. Albans, NY
Jim Thompson, Blacksburg, VA
Mark Trail, Raleigh, NC
Robbie Wagner, Roslyn Heights, NY
Paul Wardlaw, Iowa City, IA
Larry Willens, San Diego, CA
Julio Yacub, Cenrtal Islip, NY

The USA Tennis Coaching Education Department is accepting applications for the High Performance Coaching Program
for 2001. The program is intended specifically for the serious developmental coach working with players who are striving
for excellence in competitive tennis (from junior players to collegiate level to young professionals). Applications are avail-
able by calling 305-365-USTA or e-mailing us at Coaching@playdev.usta.com

Program Dates for 2001
Date Location Application Deadline

May 6-12, 2001 Houston, Texas Full
August 16-22, 2001 Los Angeles, California May 15, 2001
November 12-18, 2001 New York, New York August 15, 2001

Note To Applicants
The May 6-12 Houston training week is full. We are now taking applications for the August 16-22 (Los Angeles) and the
November 12-18 (New York) training weeks. We encourage all interested coaches to apply as soon as possible.



Greetings for the New Year. Before turning our attention to
tackling the challenges ahead, let’s have a look back at some of
the successes realized in American Tennis in 2000.

American Players
Led by Venus Williams, American women were the dominant

force in the world game. Grand Slam titles, Olympic gold medals
and the Fed Cup wins all underscored this dominance. Eight
Americans reached the round of 16 at Wimbledon, which illus-
trates significant depth below the top tier of players.

On the men’s side, the challenge remains critical. The older
generation of players led by Andre Agassi and Pete Sampras con-
tinue to excel. However, Jim Courier’s retirement was the first of
several that will undoubtedly occur in the near future.

While it is certainly not possible to name heirs apparent to
replace Sampras and Agassi at the top of the game, there has
been tremendous improvement in the men’s ranks. At the con-
clusion of the 1999 US Open, only two Americans, Geoff Grant
and Alex O’Brien, both age 30, were ranked between 100 and 200
on the ATP computer. There are now seven men, age 22 or under,
ranked between 140 and 210. The list includes Kevin Kim, Bob
Bryan, Michael Russell, Andy Roddick, Hugo Armando, Taylor
Dent and James Blake.

In team competitions, the American teams swept the 18 &
under ITF events this year.

Led by the No. 1 junior player in the world, Andy Roddick, the
U.S. boys won the Sunshine Cup in 2000. Not to be outdone, a
young U.S. girl’s team defeated Estonia in the final to capture
the Continental Cup Trophy. This is the third time in the history
of the events that the U.S. swept the Sunshine/Continental Cups.
The last sweep was in 1984.

For the first time since 1977, three American boys reached
the semifinals of the US Open Juniors. Special congratulations to
Andy Roddick for finishing the year as ITF World Junior Cham-
pion. Andy’s coach, Tarik Benhabiles, did a great job in helping
him reach a new level.

High Performance Coaching Program
The Coaching Education Department completed its first full

year and is having a major impact on the quality of developmen-
tal coaching. In conjunction with the USPTA and PTR, 72 coaches
went through the High Performance Coaching Program. The over-
all evaluation of this program has been excellent. Our thanks to
Nick Saviano, Paul Lubbers and Herlinda DeNacimiento for their
timeless efforts in this critical area.

National Junior Coaches
The structure of the national junior coaching staff has under-

gone a substantial change. It was felt that going forward the respon-
sibilities of regional and age group coaches should be combined.

The fourteen junior coaches along with their regional and age
group responsibilities are as follows:

Looking Back at the
Successes of 2000

Continental Cup Team (top): Bethanie Mattek, Ashley Harkleroad,
Melissa Middleton and Coach Jai DiLouie. Sunshine Cup Team: Robby
Ginepri, Tres Davis, Coach Bobby Bernstein and Andy Roddick.
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USA Tennis Player Development Update

Name Region Age Group

Bobby Bernstein Southeast Boys 18’s
Kelly Jones Central Boys 18’s
Ricardo Acuna Southeast Boys 16’s
Eric Iskersky Northeast Boys 16’s
Eliot Teltscher West Boys 16’s
Greg Patton West Boys 14’s & 12’s
Martin Van Daalen Southeast Boys 14’s & 12’s
Katrina Adams Southeast Girls 18’s
Jai DiLouie Southeast Girls 18’s
John Hubbell West Girls 16’s
Craig Kardon Central Girls 16’s
Mervyn Webster Central Girls 16’s
Carol Watson Northeast Girls 14’s & 12’s
Valerie Ziegenfuss West Girls 14’s & 12’s

by Doug MacCurdy, Director, USA Tennis Player Development and
Tom Gullikson, Director of Coaching, USA Tennis Player Development

The distribution of the regional coaches closely mirrors the
geographical location of the 30 nationally ranked junior players
in the various age groups.

Sport Science
A USA Tennis Parent Guidebook is slated for publication in

June. Parent education has become an issue in virtually all youth
sports. Due to the individual nature of tennis, negative parental
involvement can be very intense. Both staff and the Sport
Science Committee will be contributing to this document.

We are sure that there is a need for this information.

Have a great year. We appreciate all of your efforts to raise the
bar in American Tennis.
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continued from page 1

Player Development at the Core
balancing doses of stress and recovery in each dimension. The training
concept is simple and direct. No stress—no growth; no recovery—no
growth. This stress/recovery principle must be properly applied by
coaches in all phases of player development. 

Expanding Physical Capacity
At the base of the pyramid and player development are the physical

capacities that support the primary tennis skills coaches spend endless
hours honing and shaping—effective biomechanics, movement and
strategy. The supportive capacities include, among others, cardio-res-
piratory fitness, flexibility, strength and physical recovery skills. When
the training stress applied by coaches
expands players’ physical capacity to
effectively execute their primary skills
under pressure, the foundational
building blocks of player development
from a competitive perspective are
being properly established.

Equally important in the physical
training process are the mechanisms
of recovery that balance the training
stress. Here issues of proper diet,
sleep, hydration and rest become
paramount. Stress exposure at the
physical level is the exclusive domain of the coach, but recovery must
be jointly structured and taught by both coaches and parents. The
more intense the physical stress, the more important it is that both
coaches and parents work together to insure that players acquire and
follow precise physical recovery routines.

Expanding Emotional Capacity
The ability to summon the right emotional response in competi-

tion is as fundamental to success as the ability to summon the right
biomechanical response. A critical component in player development
is expanding each individual’s capacity for emotional self-regulation
and control. The pressure dynamics
of tennis can stir powerful and primi-
tive waves of negative emotion in the
form of anger, fear, frustration, disap-
pointment and insecurity. Not unlike
gaining gradual control of wild and
ungainly biomechanical movements,
anger, fear and negativity must be
skillfully tamed and regulated so the more facilitative energies of the
positive emotions can be continuously released. Accelerating growth
emotionally is one of the greatest challenges of coaching. The real
secret is training players to respond to the forces of competition not
from threat or alarm, but from an enduring fascination with self-dis-
covery and self-growth, powerfully fueled from the energies of chal-
lenge and inspiration. Establishing precise routines in emotional goal
setting, accountability, anger and fear management, confidence
building and managing failure are essential. Pre-match preparation
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routines, precise between-point rituals and post-match debriefings
specifically focused on effective self-regulation and control are partic-
ularly helpful.

It’s important to understand that just as in physical training, the
greater the emotional force being applied—particularly in the form of
competitive pressure—the greater the need for effective emotional recov-
ery. Recovery emotionally can occur in many forms. Anything that lifts
players’ spirits and removes them from the world of tennis can be emo-
tionally healing. Fun is a universal antidote. High-level competitive tennis
requires that players have a life other than tennis, rich with friends and
diversity. One-dimensional players eventually become emotionally suffo-
cated by the monotony and relentless pressure to excel.

Again, a very special coach/parent partnership must be struck in the
emotional area. When coaches and parents join together to synchronize
messages, themes, concerns and strategies that simultaneously
embrace both personal and player needs, emotional safe passage is vir-
tually assured. With proper teamwork, skillfully managed and led by a
coach possessing both emotional wisdom and perspective, players devel-
op the emotional skills and capacities prerequisite for both tennis and
life. And that is the only combination that really works in the long run.

It’s important to note that emotional problems during match play
can just as readily be caused by physical deficiencies as emotional
ones. Insufficient physical recovery in the form of sleep, rest, low blood
sugar or hydration can completely derail a player’s ability to summon
the right emotions at the right time. We will eventually see that all lev-
els of the pyramid are interconnected. Intervention at any level affects
all the levels. This is particularly evident in breakdowns. Just as poor
fitness can lead to mental and emotional problems, excessive anger or
nerves can undermine both mental
focus and biomechanical efficiency.

Expanding Mental Capacity
At the third level of the perform-

ance pyramid, the emphasis shifts
from emotional functioning to mental
functioning. The goal of coaching
here is to deepen players’ capacity for
precise moment to moment concen-
tration and focus during competition.
The mental skills central to expand-
ing this capacity are positive thinking
and self-talk, visualization, mental
preparation and time management.
All of these apply both on and off the
court. Sloppy, undisciplined thinking,
self-talk, imagery control, mental
preparation or time management can seriously compromise players’
ability to concentrate and ultimately execute under pressure. And as
stated previously, breakdowns in performance travel both up and down
the pyramid. Traveling downward, negative thinking or self-talk can
lead to loss of control emotionally (anger) which can completely derail

continued on page 11
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T
his issue’s sequence features Pete
Sampras hitting two different types of
forehand volleys (high and low). The
object of this article and sequence is
twofold. First, to illustrate the basic

similarities and fundamentals of these two vol-
leys. Second, to dispel some common myths
related to teaching the forehand volley.

There are three coaching myths I would
like to dispel. The first focuses on where the
player should split-step when serving and vol-
leying. Contrary to an often-used standard,
the player should not necessarily split-step at
the service line. In both cases, Sampras is
well behind the service line when he split-
steps. The split-step timing should be based
on when the opponent is contacting the ball,
not where the player is on the court. It is true
that the player should get in as close to the
net as possible for the first volley (within rea-
son), but in today’s game where service speeds
can reach 130 miles-per-hour, there is not
much time prior to the opponent contacting
the ball. Therefore, they often cannot get to
the service line before the need to split-step. 

The second misconception is that when
hitting a forehand volley the player should
always turn sideways and/or have the non-
dominant hand next to the hitting arm in
order to “stay sideways to the net.” Initially,
Sampras turns his shoulders and hips (with
the help of the non-dominant hand coming in
front of the body). However, notice how this
feet and body position are mostly pointed for-
ward toward the direction in which he is going
to hit, and that the non-dominant arm (left)
has moved to the opposite side of the body to
facilitate good dynamic balance. Rarely will
you see great volleyers hit a forehand volley
with both arms close together. 

The third myth is that the racquet head
should “always” stay above the wrist. Although
it is probably best to start the stroke with the
racquet head above the wrist, it is not always
possible or desirable. This point is clearly
illustrated by Sampras’ execution of the low
volley and to a lesser extent on the high volley. 

By dispelling these myths in coaching our
hope is that more focus will be placed on
teaching the true fundamentals of the game.

Nick Saviano is the Director of USA Tennis
Coaching Education.

Top Photo—High Volley
Bottom Photo—Low Volley

1
• Both photos: Sampras has just landed from his split. His head is up

and his body weight is leaning forward. He is taking a wide split-
step to make an aggressive move to the ball. 

• Both photos: Sampras starts the split-step well behind the service
line. This is due to how quickly his serve gets to his opponent. You
begin the split-step as your opponent is making contact.



2
• Both photos: Sampras has now recognized where the ball is and

starts initial preparation. 

• Both photos: The ball is hit directly at him so he is stepping to the
side in order to take the ball with his forehand volley.

• Bottom photo: Sampras displays early racquet preparation on this
shot, which is coming at him with a significant amount of pace.

3
• Both photos: The elbow is slightly bent as he prepares to hit.

• Both photos: Sampras starts to turn his upper body and is now
aggressively moving toward the ball with his feet. 

• Top photo: Sampras is preparing to hit a high volley. Notice the rac-
quet head is well above the wrist and at eye level.

• Bottom photo: He is preparing for a low volley. The racquet head is
lower—approximately waist height.



5 
• Both photos: Notice the great dynamic balance! The non-dominate

arm is reaching out to the side to help maintain his balance.

• Both photos: Sampras’ head remains in perfect position, up and
pointed in the direction of the hit. 

• Top photo: Sampras’ racquet head is up high and out in front of the
body. 

• Bottom photo: He has dropped the racquet head below the wrist
along with bending at the knees in order to “get down” to the ball.

4 
• Both photos: Although he has turned his upper body slightly to the

side, his hips and legs are, for the most part, facing the net. 

• Both photos: The racquet preparation is simple: out in front of the
body with minimal backswing. 

• Both photos: Notice how aggressively he is moving to the ball. This
enables him to get into a position that requires minimum racquet
work.

• Bottom photo: Sampras is bending at the knees to get down to the
low volley.



6 
• Both photos: The ball is contacted out in front. The racquet head

remains in perfect position, up and pointed toward the contact
point. 

• Bottom photo: Notice the excellent dynamic balance and racquet
control on this low volley as he moves aggressively toward the shot.

7 
• Both photos: Even after contact Sampras is still controlling the rac-

quet face and his balance. The non-dominate arm is to the side.

• Bottom photo: This is a classic case of a player using his feet to
aggressively move to the ball. Look at Sampras’ forward momentum
after contact.

• Top photo: Sampras is finishing off a relatively easy high volley in
classic style.
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Patterns of Play
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Forehand Volley
by Nick Saviano

Pattern 1

Player A

Player B

Player A

Player A

Player B

Player B

Pattern 2

Pattern 3

In the sequence photos on the previous
page we saw Pete Sampras hitting high and low
forehand volleys. In both cases, the ball was
coming toward the middle of the court and he
chose to take the ball on the forehand side.
With a solid understanding of tactical adjust-
ments, you can teach your players to set up a
point to increase their chances of getting their
favorite volley.

Let’s assume that Player A is right-handed
and the favorite volley is the forehand. The fol-
lowing three patterns will give a high probabil-
ity of Player A getting a forehand volley on the
first volley. By using these tactical approaches,
a coach can often help alleviate some of the
fear players have about serving and volleying.

Pattern 1
Deuce court: Player A hits a flat power serve
down the T. The intent is to force Player B to
hit a return that is down the middle or slightly
inside out. Player A then hits a forehand volley
to either side, depending on the quality of the
return. 

Pattern 2

Ad court: Player A serves a kick or hard flat
serve out wide with the intent of eliciting a
down-the-line return. If the return is up high or
toward the middle, Player A hits the forehand
volley to the open court. If the return is low and
wide of the middle, Player A could hit the fore-
hand volley down the line.

Pattern 3

Player A hits a jamming serve into the body
with the intent of getting a return toward the
middle. Player A hits the forehand volley in
either direction, but usually to the open court.



Bill Aronson Ph.D.
Administrator of Sport Science
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What is the role of the Sports Science
Department within USA Tennis Player
Development?

The Mission of the Sport Science department is to pro-
duce, evaluate and disseminate sport science information
relevant to tennis. The goals of Sport Science are the fol-
lowing:

1. Utilize Sport Science as a basis for selected USTA
programs, policies and training.

2. Make the latest Sport Science technology readily
available to the tennis community at large,
including USTA members, recreational players,
sections, coaches and tournament players.

3. Organize and foster tennis specific research and
knowledge in the following areas: Sport Biomech-
anics, Exercise Physiology, Motor
Learning, Sport Nutrition, Sport
Psychology and Sports Medicine. 

The Sport Science Committee is com-
prised of a group of experts in each of

these descriptions. The
Sport Science awards re-
search grants in these areas
each year. Coaches, Admin-
istrators, faculty and the public may apply for
research grant money. 

Sport Science provides educational resour-
ces by providing Level 1 (Foundations of Sport
Science) and Level 2 (Sport Science Comp-
etency) exams. The Level 2 exam has three
categories:

2A) Sport Psychology and Motor Learning
2B) Sport Physiology and Nutrition
2C) Sports Medicine and Biomechanics

These exams are all open book. Please call
888-354-8782 for testing information.

The Sport Science Department acts as a liaison for the
Tennis Anti-Doping program that is administered by
Managed Athletic Testing Services (MATS) for American
players. Information on drug testing and procedures can be
reached at USTA.com, then USA Tennis, then Player
Development and then Sports Science.

The USTA Anti-Doping program book-
let is currently being updated and will be
available in early 2001. Sport Science
department and the USTA has taken an
active role in having an Anti-Doping pol-
icy that is consistent with the ITF, ATP
and WTA tours. This is referred to as
“The Tennis Anti-Doping Program.”

The Sport Science department is
involved in both the training and fitness programs of
American Tennis players. The USA Strength and Conditioning
coach travels on a regular basis to future, satellite/chal-
lenge and professional events. These include both domestic
and international events.

Sport Science works closely with the Coaching Edu-
cation Department. Sport Science provides speakers and
research for both the High Performance Coaches program
and for their newsletter. In addition, the department is
developing a Parent Guidebook that is slated for comple-
tion during the summer of 2001.

The Sport Science Staff is composed of Bill
Aronson Ph.D.: Administrator
of Sport Science Depart-
ment, Marcie Londono:
Sport Science Assistant
and Barrett Bugg: USTA
Strength and Condition-
ing Coach. For further
information, please call
(888)-354-(USTA).
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performance. And traveling from the base upward, low blood
sugar can cause players to become irritable and impatient emo-
tionally leading to breaks in concentration that can seriously
compromise performance output. 

Coaches expand players’ mental capacity by pushing (stress-
ing) them to become more disciplined in how they think and talk
to themselves on and off the court, how they process and use
positive images prior to and during play and how they control
time. Coaches and parents should work jointly to insure proper
mental skill development. Coaches concentrate their efforts on
the application of these skills specifically to tennis and parents
to the much broader and more important arena of life.

As important as applying doses of stress is to expanding men-
tal capacity, the issue of mental recovery is just as critical. Non-
stop thinking and talking tennis is analogous to lifting weights
with no rest. The neurons driving tennis training and competi-
tion must be routinely and systematically shut off. Turning the
tennis lights out allows the delicate chemistry of the brain to be
restored and replenished. Mental staleness and burnout are
inevitable without sufficient recovery. Both coaches and parents
must actively participate in insuring that adequate mechanisms
for mental recovery are in fact in place. School, hobbies, friends,
reading, music and time alone often provide recovery both men-
tally and emotionally.

Expanding Spiritual Capacity
Every person is a dynamic combination of body, mind and

spirit. The complete player must not only harness the forces of
physical, emotional and mental energy but spiritual energy as
well. Experience tells us that the energy of the human spirit is
nearly boundless. Recruiting this precious resource in the serv-
ice of tennis is no easy task.

Core values and beliefs are the root of our spirituality.
Whenever we can connect our deepest values and purpose to
what we are doing, the energies of the human spirit become
released. And specific to tennis, trophies, titles, fame or glory do
not qualify. Matters of the spirit are honesty, justice, respect,
courage, bravery and character. Issues of integrity, ethics, truth
and personal growth are what really matter to the human spirit.
It is here that true inspiration is spawned. 

Make no mistake about it. The energy of the human spirit is
powerful. When released, players blow by normal limits of
fatigue, discomfort, frustration and delayed gratification.
Connecting tennis to a deeper purpose makes players physically,
emotionally and mentally stronger. All the training, monotony,
disappointment and sacrifice resonate deep within their souls.
They’re on a mission, not to please parents, win at all costs or
achieve fame. The message that consistently surfaces is, “What’s
happening to me because of tennis is good for me as a person.
Tennis is helping me expand my capacities for life—stronger,
more flexible, more resilient on and off the court. All the stress,

sacrifices and hard work are helping me to more positively
define who I am and what I stand for. Because of tennis, I am a
better person.” Kareem Abdul-Jabbar’s description of his college
coach, John Wooden, speaks directly to the point. “Coach
Wooden enjoyed winning, but he did not put winning above
everything. He was more concerned that we became successful
as human beings, that we earned our degrees, that we learned to
make the right choices as adults and as parents. We talk only a
few times a year now, but his philosophies have been instilled for
a lifetime.” Coach Wooden’s record in basketball at UCLA is
among the greatest in collegiate history winning eight NCAA
National titles in 10 years.

Coaches expand spiritual capacity by push-
ing players to connect all the time, energy and
effort to the core of what life is all about for
them. The objective is to go well beyond the
winning and losing, the egos, the hype and
mine for genuine depth and substance. An
important question for coaches to raise with
their players is whether, because of tennis,
they are expanding their capacity for manag-
ing pressure, personal ethics, discipline,
effort, passion, courage and self-control? And
if your students go on to fulfill their ultimate
tennis dreams and simultaneously use the
forces of tennis to strengthen their essential
core as a person, their tennis success is sim-
ply icing on the cake.

Regardless of the ultimate level of achievement, when players
use tennis as a powerful force in personal growth, no one loses.
The player wins; the parents win; the coach wins; the game wins.

Parental involvement is obviously critical in the spiritual
dimension. The anchoring of deep values and beliefs represents
the quintessential responsibility of parenting. Linking core val-
ues with tennis training requires seamless teamwork between
the coach, the parents and the player. Poor sportsmanship,
cheating, profanity, racquet abuse, tanking, disrespect and neg-
ativity become rich opportunities for personal growth, particu-
larly when a strong coach/parent/player team is in place.

Summary
Elite players will spend literally thousands of hours of their

critical developmental years playing and practicing tennis. Few
influences in their young lives will be as pervasive and impactful
in their growth and development both physically and psycholog-
ically. Some will achieve greatness as players and have brilliant
professional careers. Most will not. Bottom line, at the core of
player development must be the concern for the development of
the whole person—body, mind and spirit. Winning tennis match-
es and high rankings do not require solidity or depth as a person,
but enduring success in life or tennis clearly does.

Player Development at the Core
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